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Polymorphism in C++
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Forms of Polymorphism
• In C++, there are three forms of polymorphism:

– Overloading:  the same function name may be overloaded, using
different signatures (also known as ad hoc polymorphism)

– Parameterized Polymorphism: (see later, class templates)
– Pure Polymorphism: selection of a function at run time, based on

the class type and its position in an inheritance hierarchy.

Pure polymorphism is the topic of this module.
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What's the Problem?
• Imagine that we have a Fruit class, and two classes, Kiwi and
Kumquat, derived from it:

//  fruits.h
class Fruit
{
public:
    const char *Type() const
    { return "Fruit"; }
};

class Kiwi : public Fruit
{
public:
    const char *Type() const
    { return "Kiwi"; }
};

class Kumquat : public Fruit
{
public:
    const char *Type() const
    { return "Kumquat"; }
};
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What's the Problem?
• Assume we wish to represent a collection of Fruits using a linked list:

//  FruitList.h
#include "fruits.h"
class FruitList
{
public:
    FruitList(Fruit *f, FruitList *lst = 0)
      : elem(f), next(lst) // add to front of list
    {}
    ~FruitList();

    void print() const; // Print out list contents
private:
    FruitList  *next; // next FruitList in list
    Fruit      *elem; // ptr to current fruit
};
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What's the Problem?
//  FruitList.cpp
#include <iostream>
#include "FruitList.h"

FruitList::~FruitList()
{
    // Clean up...
}

void FruitList::print() const
{
    for (const FruitList *ptr = this;
         ptr != 0;
         ptr = ptr->next
        )
    {
        std::cout << ptr->elem->Type()
                  << std::endl;
    }
}
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What's the Problem?
• Here's a short program to test it:

//  testFruit.cpp
#include "FruitList.h"

int main()
{
    FruitList *list = new FruitList(new Fruit, 0);
                       // A lone Fruit entry
    list = new FruitList(new Kiwi, list);
                       // Kiwi -> Fruit
    list = new FruitList(new Kumquat, list);
                       // Kumquat -> Kiwi -> Fruit
    list->print();
    return 0;
}

• But the program outputs:
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit

What's wrong?
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The Solution: virtual Functions
• The problem is that the compiler took us literally when we said, in the
FruitList class:

Fruit *elem;

• We need some way of telling the compiler that this means "Pointer to
a Fruit, or anything derived from Fruit", so that it can invoke the
proper Type() member function at run time.

• Enter virtual functions:
//  fruits.h
class Fruit
{
public:

virtual const char *Type() const
{ return "Fruit"; }

};
/ ...
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virtual Functions
• Now, with this single keyword addition, the same program produces:

Kumquat
Kiwi
Fruit

• What happened?
• The code in the Print()member function:

ptr->elem->Type()

now determines the type of *elem at run time, and from it figures out
which Type() function to invoke.

• A class that declares or inherits a virtual function is called a
Polymorphic Class.
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Another Example
• Remember our old standby, the Vector class, and its derivative,
BoundedVector?   We had some code that looked like:

// testBoundedVector.cpp
#include <iostream>
#include "BoundedVector.h"

int main_boundedVector()
{
  Vector        values(6);
  BoundedVector bvalues(-5, 3);

  for (int i = 0; i < values.getElementCount(); i++)
    values[i] = i;
  std::cout << "Vector contents: " << std::endl;
  for (i = 0; i < values.getElementCount(); i++)
    std::cout << "[" << i << "] = "
              << values[i] << std::endl;

  for (i = bvalues.LowBound();
         i <= bvalues.HighBound(); i++)
  bvalues[i] = i*i;
  std::cout << "BoundedVector contents: "
            << std::endl;
  for (i = bvalues.LowBound();
         i <= bvalues.HighBound(); i++)
    std::cout << "[" << i << "] = " << bvalues[i]
              << std::endl;

  return 0;
}
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Another Example
• Imagine we wanted to reduce some of the redundant code, to:

#include <iostream.h>
#include "boundvec.h"

void Print(const Vector &v, int lo, int hi)
{
for (int i = lo; i <= hi; i++)

cout << "[" << i << "] = " << v[i] << endl;
}

int main()
{
Vector values(20);
BoundedVector bvalues(-10, 30);

for (int i = 0; i < values.Elements(); i++)
values[i] = i;

cout << "Vector contents: " << endl;
Print(values, 0, values.Elements()-1);

for (i = bvalues.LowBound();
i <= bvalues.HighBound(); i++)

bvalues[i] = i*i;
cout << "BoundedVector contents: " << endl;
Print(bvalues, bvalues.LowBound(), bvalues.HighBound());

return 0;
}
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Another Example
• Well, first, to allow this to compile correctly, we need to modify the
Vector class a little:

// Vector.h
class Vector // A vector of ints
{
public:
    // Constructors & destructors
    explicit Vector(const int elements = 10);
    Vector(const Vector &source);
    Vector(const int source[],
           const int elements);
    ~Vector() { delete [] p; }

    int getElementCount() { return elems; }
    int &operator[](const int i);
    const int &operator[](const int i) const; //Added
private:
    int *p; // Ptr to array
    int  elems; // Alloc. count
};
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Another Example
• Here's the changed implementation:

// Vector.cpp
#include <iostream>
#include <assert.h>
#include "Vector.h"

Vector::Vector(const int elements)
{
    // Allocate space for elements
    p = new int[elems = elements];
    // Set all elements to 0
    for (int i = 0; i < elems; i++)
        p[i] = 0;
}

Vector::Vector(const Vector &source)
{
    // Allocate space for elements
    p = new int[elems = source.elems];
    // Copy values from source elements
    for (int i = 0; i < elems; i++)
        p[i] = source.p[i];
}

...cont
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Another Example
...cont

Vector::Vector(const int source[],
               const int elements)
{
    // Allocate space for elements
    p = new int[elems = elements];
    // Copy values from source elements
    // (assuming that source is properly sized)
    for (int i = 0; i < elems; i++)
        p[i] = source[i];
}

int &Vector::operator[](const int i)
{
    // Do bounds checking...
    assert( (i >= 0) && (i < elems) );//Changed

    // We're within bounds
    return p[i];
}

// Added
const int &Vector::operator[](const int i) const
{
    // Do bounds checking...
    assert( (i >= 0) && (i < elems) );

    // We're within bounds
    return p[i];
}
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Another Example
• But this doesn't work!  While the program compiles and links, it fails at

run time:
• When the program attempts to Print() the BoundedVector
bvalues, we get an error indicating that an index is out of bounds.

Why?
How would you fix it?
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Another Important Case
• Let's go back to the fruits example, and make some modifications.  Let's

change the FruitList class so that its destructor cleans up the list and
its fruits:

//  frutlist.cpp
#include <iostream>
#include "FruitList.h"

FruitList::~FruitList()
{

delete elem; // delete this one's fruit
if (next != 0)

delete next; // delete next in list
// How does this work?

}

// ...
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Another Important Case
• We also add some explicit destructors for Fruit, Kiwi and
Kumquat, so we can instrument them:

//  fruits.h
class Fruit
{
public:
    ~Fruit();
    virtual const char *Type() const
    { return "Fruit"; }
};

class Kiwi : public Fruit
{
public:
    ~Kiwi();
    const char *Type() const
    { return "Kiwi"; }
};

class Kumquat : public Fruit
{
public:
    ~Kumquat();
    const char *Type() const
    { return "Kumquat"; }
};
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Another Important Case
// fruits.cpp
#include <iostream>
#include "fruits.h"

Fruit::~Fruit()
{
    std::cout << "In ~Fruit()" << std::endl;
}

Kiwi::~Kiwi()
{
    std::cout << "In ~Kiwi()" << std::endl;
}

Kumquat::~Kumquat()
{
    std::cout << "In ~Kumquat()" << std::endl;
}
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Another Important Case
• Finally, we add a line of code to the main program:

//  testFruit.cpp
#include "FruitList.h"

int main()
{
    FruitList *list = new FruitList(new Fruit, 0);
                         // A lone Fruit entry
    list = new FruitList(new Kiwi, list);
                         // Kiwi -> Fruit
    list = new FruitList(new Kumquat, list);
                         // Kumquat -> Kiwi -> Fruit
    list->print();
    delete list;// Clean up the list
    return 0;
}
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Another Important Case
• But this program outputs the following:

Kumquat
Kiwi
Fruit
In ~Fruit()
In ~Fruit()
In ~Fruit()

What's wrong?
How would you fix it?
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Invoking the virtual Mechanism
• When a virtual member function is invoked like this:

void Mumble()
{

Fruit f;
cout << "Type = " << f.Type() << endl;

}

then the Fruit::Type() function is always invoked (non-virtual).
• However, when it is invoked like this:

void Sub(Fruit &f)
{

cout << "Type = " << f.Type() << endl;
}

void Mumble()
{

Kiwi  k;
Fruit *f = &k;
cout << "Type = " << f->Type() << endl;
Sub(k);

}

then the virtual mechanism is used.
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Summary of virtual Functions
• A function is virtual if it is declared virtual, or if there is a base

class function with the same signature that is virtual.
– The signature match must be exact
– In addition, the return type must also match

• if the return type is a pointer or reference to a class, then special rules apply

• The virtual mechanism only works through pointers or references.
• A virtual function must be a non-static member function of its class.
• If a virtual function is defined in a base class, but is not defined in a

derived class, then the base class function is the one used.
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Summary of virtual Functions
• Only the base class needs to specify a member function be virtual.

– A member function of the same signature in a derived class will
automatically become virtual.

– It is a good idea, however, to repeat the virtual keyword in derived class
member functions.

• Remember:
– Overloaded operators that are member functions are no different from any

other kind of member functions:  they may need to be virtual, also.
– A base class destructor needs to be virtual.  Forget this at your peril!

• You can override the virtual function mechanism using explicit
qualification:

Airplane::Steer(59);
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virtual Function Caveats
• If a member function in a base class is not overridden in the derived

class and a function with the same name but different arguments is
declared in the derived class, the function in the base class is hidden.
For example:

class Airplane
{
public:
// ...
void Steer(int degrees);

};

class AutoPilot
{
public:
AutoPilot();
// ...

};

class Airliner : public Airplane
{
public:
// ...
void Steer(AutoPilot &);

// hides Airplane::Steer(int)
};
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virtual Function Caveats
• Virtual functions work differently than you might expect in

constructors and destructors:
// testBase,cpp
#include <iostream>

class Base
{
public:
    Base() { InConstr(); }
    ~Base() { InDestr(); }
    virtual void InConstr() const
    { std::cout << "In Base::Base()" << std::endl; }
    virtual void InDestr() const
    { std::cout << "In Base::~Base()" << std::endl; }
};

class Derived : public Base
{
public:
    virtual void InConstr() const
    { std::cout << "In Derived::Derived()" << std::endl; }
    virtual void InDestr() const
    { std::cout << "In Derived::~Derived()" << std::endl; }
};

int main()
{
    Base b;
    Derived d;
    return 0;
}
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virtual Function Caveats
• This program outputs:

In Base::Base()
In Base::Base()
In Base::~Base()
In Base::~Base()

• When the Base constructor executes, the Derived class data
members haven't yet been initialized.

• When the Base destructor executes, the Derived class data members
have already been destroyed.
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Abstract Base Classes
• An abstract base class is a class that can be used only as a base

class for some other class.
– No instances of an abstract base class may be created, except as objects

representing a base class of a class derived from it.
• A class is abstract if it has at least one pure virtual function:

class Fruit
{
public:
virtual const char *Type() const = 0;
// Make Fruit an abstract base class
// (it's too generic to be instantiated here)

}

whether that be directly, or through inheritance.
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Abstract Base Classes
• For example:

//  fruits.h
class Fruit
{
public:

virtual const char *Type() const = 0;
};

class Kiwi : public Fruit
{
public:

// Intentionally omitted for exposition
//const char *Type() const
//{ return "Kiwi"; }

};

class Kumquat : public Fruit
{
public:

const char *Type() const
{ return "Kumquat"; }

};
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Abstract Base Classes
• Now, the program fails to compile:

//  testfrut.cpp
#include "FruitList.h"

int main()
{
FruitList *list = new FruitList(new Fruit, 0);

// ERROR: Cannot instantiate Fruit
list = new FruitList(new Kiwi, list);

// ERROR: Cannot instantiate Kiwi
list = new FruitList(new Kumquat, list);

// No problem with Kumquat
list->Print();
return 0;

}

• In the case of Fruit, this is goodness -- class Fruit is too generic to be
instantiated.

• In the case of Kiwi, this is a way of discovering an omission in the class.
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Abstract Base Classes
• An abstract base class may not be used as:

– a parameter type
– a function return type
– the type of an explicit conversion

• However, pointers and references to an abstract base class may be declared.
In fact, this is how they are typically used.
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Pure virtual Functions
• Pure virtual functions may be defined, but they may only be called

using explicit class qualification:

class A
{
public:
virtual void f() = 0;
A()
{

A::f(); // not an error
}

};

void A::f()
{
// code...

}
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Defining and Enforcing an Interface
• A very useful application of an abstract base class is to define and

enforce a common interface that all classes derived from it must supply:

typedef int Operate(void *context,
Containee &);

class Container
{
public:

virtual void add(Containee &) = 0;
virtual void remove(Containee &) = 0;
virtual int  forAll(void *context,

Operate *func) = 0;
};

class Set : public Container ( ... };

class List : public Container { ... };

class Dictionary : public Container
{ ... };
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The Role of a Base Class Virtual Function
• A base class virtual function can:

– Be non-pure virtual
• Useful when the base class provides a commonly used implementation.
• Derived classes may choose to use it, or provide their own.

– Be pure virtual with no implementation
• Derived classes must provide their own implementation.  There is no 'default'.

– Be pure virtual with an implementation
• Derived classes must provide their own implementation.
• The base class implementation may supply a 'default' behaviour;  derived classes

may choose to use it or augment it (by making an explicit call to the base
implementation), or may completely override it.
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Polymorphic Constructors?
• It seems reasonable to ask:

"If we have polymorphic destructors, what about polymorphic constructors?"

• A good question!  In fact, C++ does not support polymorphic
constructors.  You have to resort to the use of a Factory Method.

• A Factory Method is an implementation of the Factory pattern, as defined
in the 'Gang of Four' Patterns book...
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The 'Gang of Four' Patterns Book
Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable
Object-Oriented Software
Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson,
John M. Vlissides,

ISBN: 0-201-63361-2
Publisher: Addison Wesley Professional
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Summary
• Again, we've covered a fair amount of ground:

– Virtual functions
– Virtual destructors
– Abstract base classes
– Interfaces
– Virtual constructors -- factory patterns

• There's still more to learn, however...


